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1.   Introduction

RedTacton is a new communication technology that 
can be used to easily exchange information through 
natural actions such as touching. It provides commu-
nication between the mobile terminals of two users or 
between a user’s mobile terminal and an embedded 
type of terminal in the environment (in doors, floors, 
objects, etc.) by using the electric field on the surface 
of the human body. It has been applied to authentica-
tion services (e.g., entry gate management), informa-
tion exchange services (e.g., business card exchange), 
and beacon and security services (e.g., functions that 
enable a cell phone to alert the user to its presence or 
that lock it to prevent unauthorized use by other 
people). Since users do not need to take any special 
action (e.g., taking out, operating, or holding up a 
device to use it) and they automatically know wheth-
er the device is present or not, RedTacton could be 
more useful than other communication methods such 
as wireless-, infrared-, or Bluetooth-based ones. To 
achieve this convenience, it is necessary to efficiently 
control the RedTacton module (an advanced, com-
pact electric-field communication module providing 
bidirectional communication [�]) with low power 
consumption. Moreover, to achieve stable service, it 
is necessary to raise the communication quality of 
electric-field communication.

This article describes the functions required for the 
firmware and the service structure.

2.   Communication terminals with  
RedTacton module

In the services shown in Fig. 1 as examples, there 
are various communication devices, such as mobile 
devices and stationary devices. When a RedTacton 
module is implemented inside a device and operated, 
the actions of the firmware in each device may differ 
in accordance with the environment in which the 
module is operating. For example, the power supply 
may be a battery or the mains AC supply and the 
module may or may not be controlled by a supervis-
ing device.

There are three kinds of communication devices 
(card, mobile, and embedded terminals) that can have 
a RedTacton module (Table 1).
(�)  Card terminal: a thin device in card form. Since 

power is supplied by a compact battery, the need 
for low power consumption is especially impor-
tant. To ensure that the card terminal can pro-
vide the same services as existing IC (integrated 
circuit) cards, it must have a file management 
function for managing data for authentication or 
certification. As the card terminal works without 
a supervising device, it is a slave in the master-
slave communication model (in which slaves are 
under a master’s control).

(2)  Mobile terminal: a component built into a 
mobile device, such as a cell phone. It obtains 
power from the built-in battery of that device. 
Since it is used for the same services as IC cards 
or for services using communication between 
mobile terminals, a mobile terminal must have a 
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file management function and a function for 
connecting to a supervising device. A mobile 
terminal works under a supervisor and has a file 
system. It has three roles: either a master or 
slave in master-slave communication or a peer 
in peer-to-peer communication (in which con-
trol between the terminals is on an equal basis). 
As a slave, it communicates with other embed-
ded terminals or mobile terminals (acting as 
masters) and as a master it communicates with 
other mobile terminals (acting as slaves). 

(3)  Embedded terminal: a device built into a door or 
gate. Since it is powered by mains AC, low 
power consumption is not an important issue. 

Although an embedded terminal does not need 
to have a file management function in order for 
the gate management server to keep user data, it 
needs to have a function for connecting to a 
supervisor (e.g., the gate management server). 
Since an embedded terminal works with a 
supervisor, it is the master in master-slave com-
munication or a peer in peer-to-peer communi-
cation. 

By combining these three types of terminals, we 
can create authentication, information exchange, and 
beacon & security services.

Fig. 1.   Examples of services enabled by RedTacton.
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Table 1.   Types of RedTacton communication devices.

Type

Card
terminal

Mobile
terminal

Embedded
terminal

Power supply

Battery

Battery

Mains AC supply

Power saving

Required

Required

Not required

File management

Required

Required

Not required

Supervising device

Not required

Required

Required

Communication role

Slave

Master, slave, peer

Master, peer
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3.   Firmware requirements

For the firmware to be implemented on all three 
types of terminal, it must meet the following require-
ments.
(�)  For every terminal: The firmware must be load-

ed onto a module in every terminal and must be 
able to adapt to different terminal types easily.

(2)  User data access control: The firmware must 
store the user data managed by the file manage-
ment function and control access to that data.

(3)  Authentication and cryptography: The firmware 
must authenticate devices before the user data 
managed by the file management function is 
accessed and must encrypt the data for transmis-
sion.

(4)  Rollback function: The firmware must have a 
rollback function that returns the service in 
progress to the initial state if the process is inter-
rupted by the power supply being shut off.

(5)  RedTacton module detection: To handle cases 
where there are two or more RedTacton modules 
within communication range, the firmware must 
have an anticollision function for detecting all 
the modules and choosing one to communicate 
with.

(6)  Beacon function: When a mobile terminal sends 
short data bursts periodically, e.g., in a cell 
phone location alerting service, it will be active 
for a long time. The firmware must have a bea-
con function that periodically sends data to 
other RedTacton modules without initiating a 
session (communication path) in order to limit 
the power consumption.

(7)  Power supply control function: The firmware in 
card and mobile terminals must have a function 

for transitioning from an active state to a sleep 
state when idle and it must supervise the power 
supply voltage in order to reduce battery con-
sumption and trigger an alert when the power 
supply voltage drops.

(8)  Update function: The firmware must be able to 
update itself through the network by remote 
control if it is in a networked mobile terminal, 
such as a cell phone.

4.   Firmware structure

The structure of firmware that meets the above 
requirements is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the multichip 
module is another name for a RedTacton module 
from the hardware viewpoint. Firmware is located in 
the digital LSI (large-scale integrated circuit) part of 
the RedTacton module and has an electric-field com-
munication interface and a wired-communication 
interface. The electric-field communication interface 
is the gateway to another RedTacton module through 
the analog LSI part (hardware for achieving electric-
field communication) of the RedTacton module. The 
wired-communication interface is the gateway to a 
supervising device.

5.   Structural components

The firmware uses the following structural compo-
nents.

•  Hardware interface: This interface performs 
communication with the analog LSI part and the 
supervisor. 

•  Communication control: This features an anti-
collision function (developed referring to ISO/
IEC�4443 series [2]), provides high-quality 

Fig. 2.   Structure of RedTacton firmware.
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electric-field communication path by controlling 
the resending of data, and provides a communi-
cation path for applications in the file system and 
supervisor. This function meets requirements 
nos. 5 and 6.

•  File system: This manages and stores user data, 
such as PIN (personal identification number) 
information in a gate management service 
(developed referring to ISO/IEC78�6 series [3] 
to retain compatibility with existing systems and 
for efficient development). Moreover, it can roll 
back a process in progress if the power supply is 
interrupted in mid-process. It meets require-
ments nos. 2, 3, 4, and 6. However, these func-
tions are not activated in an embedded terminal 
because file management is unnecessary there.

•  Operation control: The terminal type is con-
trolled by a switch on the exterior of the RedTac-
ton module. Depending on the selection, this 
function controls the settings for the communi-
cation path, executes the beacon function, and 
manages the terminal’s operating state. The bea-
con function is performed only in response to a 
command for checking the existence of other 
mobile terminals. The operation control function 
controls the power supply and shifts to power-
saving mode if no communication occurs for a 
certain length of time, observes the battery volt-
age, etc. It meets requirements nos. �, 7, and 8. 

However, the power-saving function is not acti-
vated in embedded terminals because they use 
the mains AC supply. 

•  Operating system and cryptography library: This 
function provides the operating system (µITRON 
[4]) and a cryptography library for algorithms 
such as the Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES). The operating system manages and con-
trols each task. The cryptography library is 
called from the file system.

6.   Service operation case

Here, we introduce an authentication service (gate 
management) as an example of a service in operation. 
This service concept is shown on the left side of Fig. 
�. First, a user with a card terminal steps on the 
embedded electrodes beneath the gate. The authenti-
cation process then begins through electric-field 
communication between the card terminal and the 
embedded terminal. If the user is successfully authen-
ticated, the gate opens. The system structure of the 
firmware for achieving this service is shown in Fig. 3. 
An application in the gate management server (here-
inafter, server) that controls the opening and closing 
of the gate also controls data transfers through elec-
tric-field communication between card terminals and 
the embedded terminal by sending a command to the 
firmware of the embedded terminal.

Fig. 3.   System structure of RedTacton firmware.
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The process sequence of this service is shown in 
Fig. 4.
(�) Before session start

The server periodically sends a “start command” 
for the embedded terminal to detect card terminals. 
The embedded terminal performs polling for card 
terminals accordingly. If there are no card terminals 
within communication range or if the embedded ter-
minal does not receive any responses from card ter-
minals that are within range, the embedded terminal 
returns “undetected” to the server.
(2) Session start

If there are card terminals in range and the embed-
ded terminal receives responses from them, the 
embedded terminal chooses one to communicate with 
by using its anticollision function if necessary and 
returns the ID of the detected card terminal to the 
server. After that, a session is set up between the 
embedded terminal and the card terminal, and com-
munication is initiated.
(3) Service selection

In this example, the server decides that gate man-
agement is the service required and sends a “service 
select command” to the card terminal via the embed-

Fig. 4.   Example of gate control flow.
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ded terminal. When the card terminal receives the 
service select command, it selects the gate manage-
ment service application from among its applica-
tions.
(4) Authentication of card terminal

The server sends an “authentication command” 
containing authentication data for the authentication 
process, such as a random number, to the card termi-
nal via the embedded terminal so that the server can 
verify that the card terminal is a legitimate communi-
cation partner. When this command is received, the 
card terminal converts the data for authentication and 
returns the resulting converted data. In response, the 
server authenticates the data and determines that the 
card terminal is legitimate.
(5) Data acquisition

The server sends a “read data command” to the card 
terminal via the embedded terminal in order to read 
the card terminal’s expiry date, cardholder informa-
tion, etc. When this command is received, the card 
terminal reads the related data in the file system and 
sends the requested data. From the contents of this 
response, the server determines whether or not to 
open the gate and operates the gate in accordance 
with the decision.
(6) Session end

The server sends a “terminate command” to the 
card terminal via the embedded terminal. When this 
command is received, the card terminal responds with 
an acknowledgment and disconnects the session. 
When it receives the response, the server ends the ses-
sion. If no response is received, the server automati-
cally ends the session after a preset time.

7.   Future direction

We plan to evaluate the firmware by applying it to 
target services expected to turn into future business. 
In addition, we will develop and adjust its perfor-
mance on the basis of the evaluation results and 
improve its ease of use.
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